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Abstract: Content-based video retrieval systems are desired to fast and accurately find the nearest-neighbours
of user input examples from very large video datasets. This poses a great challengesince exhaustive and
redundant computation of similarities is required. Cluster based index approaches can beused to address this
problem, but the similarity computation and Clustering methods for videos are very time-consuming, thus
preventing  it  from  indexing very large video data sets. In this paper, we propose the Hierarchical Frame
Affinity Group(HFAG), which is a hierarchy of frame clusters built using affinity propagation (AP) method, to
represent video clusters. Our proposed video similarity metric and AP method guar-antee the high performance
of  forming HFAG.We then build the cluster-based index structure to support retrievalofthe nearest-neighbors
of video sequences.  The experiments onreal large video datasets prove the effectiveness and efficiency of our
approach.
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INTRODUCTION efficiency are two major problems which have attracted

There centadvance incomputing technologies representation and indexing  of video sequences suffer
including broadband communicationnetworks,mass from the ”curse of  imensionality”. To address this
storage devices and widely used video capture devices, problem, there have been proposed  xtensive  techniques.
has invoked an explosion  in  1the amount of video data. The   Pyramids    technique   [3]    maps   the   given
By utilizing  the tremendous  video sequences, people d-dimensional data space to the 1-dimensional space to
have brought forward variousinter-esting applications reduce dimensions. Idistance [4] is a popular indexing
such as news video broadcasting, adver-Tising and method based on B -tree structure. The ViTri indexing
personal video sharing.These applications make video framework [5] uses PCA to perform the dimensional
retrieval according to user’s query an indispensable mapping: high-dimensional feature vectors are ordered
operation.  However, how to fast and accurately find the based on their distances to a ref-erence point and indexed
de-sired video sequences from a very large video based on such distance values. For a very large video
database still remains a very challenging task. dataset, retrieval systems should sup- port  retrieval  of

Nowadays,there exist two major video retrieval the  nearest-neighbors  effectively  without having to
approaches,named as text-based approach and content- linearly scan the high-dimensional data set.  This  requires
based approach. Most large-scale video search systems indexing techniques to effectively retain the global
typically rely on text-based search over metadata such as positions and the grouping relations of all the data, which
surrounding htmltext, anchor text, titles and abstracts [1]. rely on efficient utilization of high dimensional metric
However this approach fails when there is no such space.  Fortunately,  cluster-based  indexing  approaches
metadata, or when the metadata cannot precisely capture which  are originally designed for images, such as the
the true video content due to the se- mantic gap. On the Cluster  Tree  [6]  and  the SS-Cluster Tree [7], satisfy this
other extreme, there has been a substantial  body of work requirements.
on content-based retrieval methods by leverag- ing the This type of approaches represents images using a
query-by-example.  These methods rely on users to hierarchy of clusters and then incorporates the cluster
express their queries in terms of query examples representation into the index structure. However, building
consisting of frames or video clips. The effectiveness and the hierarchy of  clus-ters  of very large video datasets is

plenty of attention, since high dimensional feature
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very   challenging   since   the   similarity   computation
and    clustering    methods    for    videos    are   very time-
consuming [8, 9].

Therefore, little research ex-ists to in corporate the
cluster representation into video index structures, and
most current video index structures based on partition
neglect video distribution patterns so that they can not
provide efficient space utilization.In this paper, we
propose a cluster-based indexing approach  for effective Fig 1: The example of HFAG.
and efficient video retrieval on very large video datasets.
Inspired  by  the   efficiency   of  affinity  propagation method [10]. Different from traditional clustering methods,
(AP) thod [10], we propose Frame Affinity Group (FAG) AP need not specify and fix the numberof clusters, and is
which is the frame group clustered using affinity not  sensitive to the initial center pointss. 
propagation. By  taking  each  data  point  as  a node  in  a

All FAGs propagate  their properties to each other network, AP recur-sively transmits real-valued message
and then construct the groups of FAGs,  thus producing along edges of network until a set of exemplars and
the Hierar-chical Frame Affinity Group (HFAG). Then the corresponding clusters emerge. In the AP method,  two
complexity of computing video similarity is significantly kinds of messages are exchanged between data points: 1)
reduced from the number of frames to the number of ”availability” a(i, k) sent from a can-didate exemplar point
FAGs. The effi-cient AP method facilitates fast clustering. k to point I,  reflecting  the evidence for how appropriate
We then build index structure like Cluster Tree [6] based for point i  to choose point k  as its exem-plar. 2)
on HFAG. Since HFAG contains the grouping relations ”responsibility” r(i, k) sent from point to candidate
and the global posi-tions in high  dimensional metric exemplar  point  k,   reflecting the accumulated evidence
space, it can function as the video The experison real for how well-suited point k  is to be the exemplar for point
large video data sets prove the effectiveness and i, taking into account other potential exemplars.  Here we
efficiently of our approach. set: tance from point i to point k.  To guarantee the

Hierarchical Frame  Affinity  Group: In this section, we than9 , we set a(i, k) = 0 , if d(i, k) > 9/2 . After a fixed
first introduce FAG and illustrate how to build HFAG. We number of iterations, a good set of exemplars and
then detail the query process. corresponding clusters emerge. For frame i, the frame k

Frame Affinity Group: FAG is the basic operation object exemplar. The FAG is constructed by connecting each
in our system: frame to the exemplar that best represents it. Unlike

DEFINITION 1: Frame Affinity Group (FAG) is definedas we use the number of the frames to describe the luster,
a quadruplet  of  (video indexing, center position, frames thus avoiding the computation of high-dimensional
number,distance).Video indexing (denoted as Vi) is the in- volumes.
dexing number of the video which FAG belongs to.
Centerposition (denoted as CP) is the position of the Similarity measure of FAG: By denoting each frame
exemplar in the high-dimensional space and  the  exemplar using a high-dimensional feature vec- tor v, a video
denotes the cluster center frame of FAG. Frame number sequence  V   can  be  represented  as {v1 ,v2 ,. . .,vn }. To
(denoted as FN) is the number of frames in FAG. Distance measure the similarity of two frames v and u, theEuclidean
(denoted as D) is the distance between  the  exemplar   of distance d(v, u) is widely used.  If d(v, u) 9, where 9 is
FAG  and  reference  point (the origin) using Euclidean theframe similarity threshold, we say v and u are similar.
distance. The similarity of two video sequences V  and U is defined

Generally,  a   video  sequence  is  composed  of as [2]: where |V | is the number of frames in V .This
many similar near by frames and some shot similarity mea-sure denotes the percentage of similar
transitions.Therefore,it can  be represented by some frames between V  and U . Obviously such a measure is
exemplar seach of which denotes the cente frame of one impractical for FAGs in very large video databases. We
FAGWe build FAG   by using Affinity Propagation (AP) design a novel method to estimate the number of similar

similarity of any two frames in a group to be not greater

that maximize a(i, k) + r(i, k)  will be identified as its

existing  methods  [5]  that  use the volume and density,
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In this case, as shown in the Fig. 2(b), we the similarity

frames precisely and efficiently for the similarity of FAGs,
without computing the frame similarity of each pair of
frames.

Given two FAGs: F AG1(V i1 ,CP1 ,F N1 ,D1 ) and F AG2
(V i2 , CP2 , F N2 , D2 ), their similarity is measured
subjective to the following three cases.

d(CP1 , CP2 )29

In this case, no similar frames exist between two
FAGs since the distance between any two frames in a
FAG  is  not  greater  than   9,   as   shown  in  Fig. 2(a). So
sim(F AG1 , F AG2 ) = 0.

9/2d(CP1 , CP2 )29

Hierarchal Frame Affinity Group: Here we take the FAG
saspoints ,and the similarity of FAGsas the affinity
between points. We adopt the AP [10] method to generate
HFAGs.  Each HFAG contains many FAGs anda certain
FAG as its exemplar.  Building HFA G is very fast due to
the high efficiencies of FAG’s similarity measure and the
AP method.  Using H(V) to denote the set of HFAGs
denotes the frame numberofFAG .Obviously,this similar-I

ity measure reduces the complexity of computing video
simi-larity from the number of frames to the number of
FAGs.We represent eachframe using a 64-
dimensionalfeaturevec-tor in the RGB color space, and
use two bits for each color.

The flow diagram of query process.  When a query
example V is submitted to the system, some FAGs,
denoted by {F AG   , F AG   , . . . , F AG   }, are generated.1    2        n

Then we compute the distances between each FAG of V
and the HCPs of the HFAGs in the system.  If the HDHs
are out-side of [D  - 2?, D  + 2?], the distances betweenV   V

the corre-sponding HFAGs and V are larger than 2?, and
then we have  sim(F AG, HF AG)  =  0.  So we just

consider the HFAGs of which the HDHs are within [D  -V

2?, D  + 2?] to avoid ex-tensive accesses and redundantV

computation.  After obtain-ing those distances we can get
the similarity of two video se-quences using (3).  Finally,
we get the top-k similar video sequences in the dataset by
ranking the similarities.

Performance Study: Our experiments are based on about
5000 video clips from www.youkou.com.These videos add
upto1000 hours. We obtain a query’s ground-truth by
comparing the query with dataset videos at frame level as
the method in [5], and then compute, where rel denotes
the  ground-truth set, and ret   denotes  the  returned
results.  We query n  examples to test the effectiveness of
K Nearest-Neighbors  (KNN)  search,  and  compare
HFAG  with  one leading video indexing method:  ViTri [5].
The average precisions with n = 10 for different K , and
the  average  precisions  with K  = 10 for different n. As
we can see, HFAG outperforms ViTri by a noticeable gap.
To further test the efficiency, we compare the retrieval
response  time  for  both of above methods, setting K  =
10 for different n.  Since the response time is highly
dependent on the time lengths of input examples, we
select the examples of which the lengths are all about half
an hour. Fig. 6 shows the results which demonstrate that
HFAG is much faster than ViTri.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a novel structure
(termed  HFAG)  to represent hierarchical clusters of video
sequences. Using HFAG, the cluster-based index
approaches can be exploited to provide fast nearest-
neighbor search for very large video dataset. We
conducted  comprehensive  experiments  on  very large
real world data sets, and the overall results show that our
method outperforms current index structures.
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